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The first place to look to get some answers is on the New Compass website: https://newcompass.secureco.com. On that site there are good instructions and all the software you need to make sure that the alarm system that you get from the house that you want to put into
the security panel with the compass software is compatible with your security system. The general conclusion is that the Honeywell alarm system is very very compatible with most third party alarm systems so you dont need to worry about that part of it. Once you have
determined that the new compasses are compatible with the alarm system in place in the house you are installing in the new security panel it is time to go back to the software. The software that can be found on the following website: www.newcompass.com. One of the
things you have to do with this software is define a new zone type. Install the compass software on your computer and in the Honeywell Compass application locate the folder it creates called ADEMCO in your computer. Open the folder and look at the sub folders that have
name Compass or Compass. Open the folders contained in those sub folders and then open the Compass_Engine folder to see the three files: Browse.exe, Lib_Communication.dll and Lib_Communication.dll. Open the files and extract the files to the same folder on your
computer as the compass program. Replace the Lib_Communication.dll file in the compass program with the one you downloaded above. Once this is done make sure you are connected to your modem and run the compass program. The software will create a folder called
Compass_Data in the same directory as the compass program. If you are using a flash drive open the Compass_Data folder and make a folder called ADEMCO. There will be one folder inside called Grid. Open the file Grid and copy your ADSL EEPs and 2FA settings from
your ADSL EEPs folder on the flash drive to the Grid folder inside the ADEMCO folder.
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The next step is to set up how the panel will communicate with the central station. I use a 1 UHF radio transceiver for my broad range control panels. 1 UHF radios broadcast with a maximum power of 1 watt. My central station is usually 200 to 300 feet away from my
panels. This means I needed to buy a 1 watt UHF radio which is not inexpensive. Now you can see why the Honeywell Compass software will not work for you unless you are going to be using the 1 watt UHF radios to broadcast to your panels. I purchased a 1 watt UHF

radio. Existing Honeywell Customer accounts can be downloaded from the BIOS with the following equipment: Honeywell Controllable Remote Reboot System KiTi 673 Controllable Remote Reboot System Honeywell Compass Downloader Software The system information
panel shows the three Honeywell components that are associated with your product: Honeywell Compass software - Version 1.03 Honeywell Controllable Remote Reboot System Honeywell Controllable Remote Reboot System You can download the latest version of

Honeywell Compass software from the on-line help section of the software. This is a Microsoft Internet Explorer only feature. You can also view older versions of Honeywell Compass software by selecting Help menu item. Honeywell Compass Downloader is a web-based
software for uploading and downloading remote control system settings and programming between panels and Honeywell home components. Demonstrates how to download or upload files with Honeywell Compass Downloader 5ec8ef588b
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